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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the potential role of cache mechanism for complicated design optimization.
While design optimization is an application of mathematical programming techniques to engineering
design problems over numerical computation, its progress has been coevolutionary. The trend in such
progress indicates that more complicated applications become the next target of design optimization
beyond growth of computational resources. As the progress in the past two decades had required
response surface techniques, decomposition techniques, etc., any new framework must be introduced
for the future of design optimization methods. This paper proposes a possibility of what we call cache
mechanism for mediating the coming challenge and briefly demonstrates some promises in the idea of
Voronoi diagram based cumulative approximation as an example of its implementation, development
of strict robust design, extension of design optimization for product variety.

1 INTRODUCTION

Design optimization is a framework for seeking the best design solution under a mathematical
representation of the design problem by using any appropriate computational algorithm over
numerical computation. Its history has been along with development of computer hardware and
software. While design optimization had been initiated with straightforward application of naive
algorithms in mathematical programming to simple algebraic representation of design problems, the
growth of computer-aided engineering, which was supported by high-speed computation and large-
scale memory in computers in those days, leaded some design optimization theories apart from native
mathematical programming. That is, what is called multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO)
has been explored as response surface techniques, decomposition methods, etc. (e.g., Bathelemy
and Haftka, 1993; Sobieski and Haftka, 1996). As well, when the demand on better quality of
products arose, probabilistic optimization turned into robust design (e.g., Parkinson, 1995). These
incidents show that design optimization is not a simple application of mathematical programming
techniques but something among computer technology, mathematical programming and engineering
design. Further today’s globalization of manufacturing industries must require more sophisticated
design optimization techniques for meeting with the demands on further superior performance of
more complicated artifacts.

This paper discusses design optimization paradigms through historical review of their
development. First the underlying meanings of multidisciplinary design and robust design, which
have been the major research topics in the design optimization field in the last two decades, are
revealed based on the concept of coevolution among theories, means and applications. Second,
the circumstances and requisites of the coming framework in the next generation are pointed out.
Then the potential role of cache mechanism, which efficiently intermediates optimization search and
engineering models is discussed. Finally some promises on the direction are demonstrated from our
ongoing studies (Hirokawa et al., 2002a; Hirokawa and Fujita, 2002b; Fujita, 2002).
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Fig. 1 Paradigm shift in design optimization

2 HISTORICAL REVIEW OF DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PARADIGMS

2.1 Framework of design optimization

As mentioned in Introduction, design optimization can be viewed as an application of
mathematical programming to engineering design problems. While the analytical condition on
the optimal solution is formulated as the Kuhn-Tucker condition, it cannot be utilized to find the
optimal solution. Instead, the optimal solution is numerically searched through sampling of partial
information on the target system’s behavior. The history of mathematical programming is viewed as
one enhancing the efficiency of sampling based on mathematical tendency that is observed during
optimization computation and expanding its capability to more difficult problems, e.g., from linear
one to nonlinear ones, from unconstrained ones to constrained ones, etc. Further, the development
of design optimization beyond mathematical programming itself such as MDO techniques is also
viewed in a similar way from simple ones to complicated ones, which is along with the history that
engineering simulation such as finite elements was getting available for more complicated phenomena
under the progress of computers.

2.2 Coevolution through means, theories and applications

Figure 1 (a) shows a unified view of historical development of design optimization techniques.
As shown in the above, three aspects of design optimization techniques have been coevolutionally
progressed in the past four decades. In this understanding, ‘means’ correspond to computers,
‘theories’ correspond to computational algorithms in both mathematical programming and design
optimization, and ‘applications’ correspond to typical design problems where optimization techniques
are used. Coevolutionindicates that which one leads others among three is not clear. That is,
the overall progress has been performed through mutual push-and-pull relationship among three as
aforementioned.

On the other hand, the history often accompanies remarkable turning points in its evolution.
Kuhn (1962) called a stable situation in development of science and technology between two points a
‘paradigm.’ When employing his terminology, it can be mentioned that a period of 1960s and 1970s
when native techniques developed in mathematical programming were applied to naive engineering
design problems is observed as the first paradigm, and that a period of 1980s and 1990s when some
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theories have been originated by design optimization viewpoint due to the availability of complicated
engineering simulation, etc. is declared as the second paradigm. These indicate that now might be the
timing for paradigm shift from the second to the third. Thus the prediction on what are the contents
of the coming paradigm is a very critical discussion point for development of design optimization.

2.3 Progress in computers as the means for design optimization

While Fig. 1 (a) shows a coevolutionary progress of design optimization, the progress of computer
technology itself is coevolutionary as well. Today’s computer is a device that retrieves existing data
and stores processed data according to scripts assigned as programs. Transistors and their integration
into LSI have been the key component. Moore’s law empirically predicts the exponential growth of
such integration on each chip. While computational performance is the result of integration among
central processing units, memory, storage, bus architecture, operating system, etc., overall progress
in the past has been along with the curve of Moore’s law, and its future can be expected to be under a
similar trend. As the conception of coevolution means, the relationship among the above components
is fairly essential beyond partial progress of each component. That is, for instance, while high-
speed computation brings the requirement of large memory space under the extension of applications,
the internuncial mechanisms, such as virtual memory, cache mechanism, parallel computing, have
been introduced and become essential or ordinary components nowadays. In the field of engineering
applications, these developments enable simulation technologies with high performance and wide
disciplinaries.

2.4 History of applications under developments in engineering

While the applications of design optimization are widely spread over the progress shown in Fig. 1
(a), their categorization with two axes facilitates the understanding on the future of applications as
shown in Fig. 1 (b). In the figure, the left-bottom corner corresponds to the first paradigm where
a design problem is represented with simple algebraic equations. The horizontal axis means how
precisely the contents of an artifact are modeled. The progress of simulation technologies mentioned
in the above is along with this direction. The frameworks of multidisciplinary design optimization are
located in the lower center position of the chart. The vertical axis means how wide variations of an
artifact are considered in design optimization. Since robust design considers variations of behavior
under manufacturing error, operation environment deviation, etc., its optimization frameworks are
located in the left middle position of the chart. Further, since product variety design (Fujita, 2002)
considers multiple products simultaneously, its frameworks should be located on a far spot in a similar
direction.

2.5 Meanings of theories developed in the second paradigm

Conventional frameworks for multidisciplinary design and robust design are interpreted as
typical ones in the second paradigm. Because they share a certain era, their theories must have a
common structure, which is different from straightforward application of mathematical programming
techniques in the first paradigm, under the conceptions of coevolution and paradigms.

The representative methods in MDO are response surface techniques (e.g., Bathelemy and
Haftka, 1993) and decomposition techniques (e.g., Sobieski and Haftka, 1996). The former uses
approximation of system response instead of directly examining system response during optimization
search. This mechanism releases optimization computation from expensive computation of system
response, rugged nature that may cause numerical difficulties in direct optimization, etc. The latter
decomposes optimization computation into the iteration of ones for partial subsystems and their
integration into the whole design solution. This mechanism also releases optimization computation
from similar difficulties.
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The methods for robust design range among worst-case analysis, statistic analysis, manufacturing
variation pattern, most probable point and so forth (e.g., Parkinson, 1995). Their underlying
structure is that the optimal solution is explored over the distribution model established with some
representative design points, and the various methods trade off accuracy of robustness, modeling
cost, etc. in order to efficiently avoid the difficulties of probabilistic programming problems.

In summary, the theories of the second paradigm are characterized with use of indirect model for
effective sampling of complicated information on target system’s behavior.

3 CACHE MECHANISM IN DESIGN OPTIMIZATION AS A PROMISING COMPONENT

3.1 Circumstances and requisites of the next paradigm

As Fig. 1 is thought-provoking, the third paradigm is coming ahead. It will appear in various
forms; more complicated multidisciplinary design, more precise robust design, multidisciplinary
robust design, and so forth. Beyond those combinatorial options, what is the underlying essential
framework must be clarified for intensive exploration. According to Gibbons et al.(1994), production
on new knowledge under today’s matured science and technology must be organized by the viewpoint
of applications, since there are so many possibilities of new knowledge in such a contemporary era.
In the field of design optimization, applications are growing up to so complicated ones and such a
trend must continue in the coming years. This means that enhancement of sampling efficiency for
optimization search should take another step beyond one in the second paradigm.

3.2 Role of a cache in a computer and a similar mechanism in design optimization

As aforementioned, the progress of computer itself has been coevolutionary, and internuncial
mechanisms became important when respective components had grown up to certain levels.
Cache mechanism is typical of such mechanisms. It is originally a special high-speed memory
intermediating between central processing unit and main memory for practically improving
computation speed. Although its capacity is much smaller than one of a main memory, it reduces
computational cost by adaptively serving data that has high likelihood to access based on ‘locality of
reference.’ Since the capacity of a main memory grows due to application size and average hit ratio
is relatively decreased, the role of cache mechanism becomes more important in today’s common
computers. It is expected that this kind of advantages in computation must be effective similarly
in design optimization, because difficulty in computation and optimization is analogical each other.
Finally the shape of cache mechanism in design optimization and its associated utilization methods
in applications become the points of discussion.

4 SOME PROMISES ON THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF CACHE MECHANISM

4.1 Voronoi diagram based cumulative approximation and adaptive global optimization

We propose a Voronoi diagram based cumulative function approximation method (Hirokawa et
al., 2002a), which can be thought as a cache mechanism for design optimization.

(1) Approximation based on superposition over Voronoi diagram Its underlying
scheme is superposition of local information at sample points (Rasmussen, 1998), in which a function

is approximated by P(K)(x)=
K

∑
k=1

Φ(k)(x) L(k)(x)/
K

∑
k=1

Φ(k)(x) , where P(K)(x) is an approximation of the

function F(x) estimated by sample points ( k = 1, 2, · · · , K ), Φ(k)(x) is the blending function around
k-th sample point x and L(k)(x) is the local information at k-th sample point x. The advantage of this
equation is that approximation can be improved as sample points are added with less computational
cost. Regarding arrangement of additional sample points, the shape of Φ(k)(x) , and the method for
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Fig. 2 Optimization history of the welded beam design problem

calculating L(k)(x) , we introduce a series of procedures based on Voronoi diagram, a technique of
computational geometry, (Edelsbrunner, 1987) in which generators are mapped to sample points.

(2) Adaptive global optimization by using cumulative approximation We further
configure an optimization method by using the above approximation scheme. In the method, the
overall procedure iterates evaluation of newly added samples, update of approximations, global
optimization over the approximated functions and adaptive arrangement of some additional samples.
In the optimization step, global optimization is executed by hybridization of a genetic algorithm
over the whole space and the successive quadratic programming within a squeezed space. Further,
the fidelity of approximation is adaptively enhanced especially around promising area of the
optimum, and this mechanism transforms the approximation scheme to an effective cache of sample
information.

(3) Numerical example We apply the above approximation and optimization method to an
optimal design problem of a welded beam (Ragsdell and Philips, 1976). Parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 2
show the convergence in the five trials from different initial sample arrangement. As shown, all cases
can find the optimum with less function evaluations. Parts (c) to (f) of Fig. 2 show the history of
approximation error of the objective function on the two-dimensional cross-section that contains the
optimal solution in a trial. The approximation fidelity is gradually improved as samples are adaptively
added around the tentative solution and depopulated region in the graphs.
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4.2 Next challenges in robust design optimization

While robust design is plotted on the second paradigm in Fig. 1 (b), the latest trend of development
is going beyond conventional ones in order to meet with higher industrial requirements (e.g., Du and
Chen, 2000). In such a direction, we argued the importance of strict evaluation of variations and
proposed a mini-max type formulation for robust design optimization (Hirokawa and Fujita, 2002b).
Although it could enhance the quality of robust design, the increase of sampling is a significant
disadvantage of the current implementation in comparison with the conventional formulations. The
above Voronoi diagram based approximation is expected to be an option to resolve such a point under
the conception of cache mechanism in design optimization.

4.3 Optimization challenges in product variety design

Product variety design is located on a far spot from the origin in Fig. 1 (b), and it is state-of-the-
art research topic in the field (Fujita, 2002). In the problem, multiple products are simultaneously
considered and many uncertain factors are involved as a nature of planning rather than design.
While research activities are diverse, sampling efficiency might become important in the aspect of
optimization techniques especially when theories are going to apply to practical problems, because
optimization faces wider variation and includes discrete or combinatorial nature.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper discussed the potential role of cache mechanism for complicated design optimization
through historical review of design optimization paradigms under the conception of coevolution.
The discussion brought some shapes of the coming paradigm with several promises such as Voronoi
diagram based cumulative function approximation. It is expected to further explore the development
of new design optimization schemes under the scenario presented here.
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